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Necessary and sufficient conditions are found for the equivalence of the measures associated 
with (i) a Ban:,,..h space valued Gaussian process, with mean II, and (ii) a Banach space valued 
Brownian mL.ion. The netlon of a non-anticipative representation of (i) with respect to (ii) is 
defined and in the case of equivalence of the measures it is shown that such a representation exists 
and has an explicit stochastic integral.form which is invertible. Theorems of Ershov on absolute 
continuity of measures associated with diffusion processes are extended to Banach space. Appli- 
cations to infinite-dimensional fi tering are considered. 
Gaussian process non-anticipative representation 
abstract Wiener space diffusion process 
Banach space measures infinite-dimensional fi tering 
Introductron 
The noticsr of a non-anticipative representation of one Gaussian process with 
respect to another equivalent Gaussian process was defined by Kallianpur and 
Uodaira [15] who established the existence of such a representation under ver q I 
general conditions. In this paper we shall de.fine a non-anticipative rcprese:Atatign 
of one Banach sr nce valued Gaussian process %th respect ts another, considlering 
particularly the case where one of the processes is Eanach space valued Brownkn 
motion. The principal result, given in Se:, ii;311 4, est;nblishes the existence and 
stochastic integral form of such :A represe;;t&ion. The notion of abstract Wiener 
space plays a fundamental role. e’he relevaral: stochastic, .? * * dltegrals in abstract XViener 
space are reviewed and exk-:ratzled to th!: degree necessary for our purposes in 
Section 2. In ks,:tion 3 we %sE 1; 2y thle Y%ner measure on function space asscciated 
with Banach space valzn=C Ezrowni~an rr:&on and obtain necessary and sufkient 
conditions, in ;C XI-~S <ti E&J G:<h*aiaFiance fu iqction, for a Gaussian measure on function 
space to be ~+kvaknt :LJ Wienli;l:t; ikieasure-a result which is crucial to the 
* This work ut’~,s :;apyz: \%Y; rr! pa?t by ;d $~z.*Iz L2 .:sm the National Scic’bnce Foundation. 
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efinition 2.1. For a non-anticipating H-valued stochastic process {a, t E [0, T]} 
satisfying c Icy& dt < 00 a.s. P, we define 
J ‘(a,, dYs)= r’ bs, %)H ds + 4 (as, d w, j (t E [O, t]). 0 0 
Evidently if cy is a step process with values in’ jB* (a, = cyq for tk s t < tk+l, 
k=O,l,..., n-l where{O=to<tl<***<t,= T) is a partition of [0, T]), then 
In the general case, if a(m) 
that $$irn) 
is a sequence of step processes with values in jB* such 
- a&dt -) 0 in probability as m + 00, then 
J 
T p= 
( aim’, 4 Ys)+ J 
(jr,, d YS) in probability as m + 00. 
0 0 
Let rf be another separable Hilbert space and let Z(r?r, H) denote thle bounded 
linear operators from fi into H. The linear space of real-valued random variabks 
on (0, ,sl, P) is denoted A. We will define “weak stochastic integrals” as linear 
mappings from rfr into 4. 
Definition 2.2. For any non-anticipating sP(fi, H)-valued stochastic process 
{AI, t E [0, T]} satisfying c lA,h i&dt < 00 a.s. (h E I?) we define the weak: stochastic 
integral $ A, 0 d Y, : I? +At by 
la~odu,[h]=J’(A.h,du) (hEfi) 
0 
A linear mapping F : I? + A is said to reduce to an R-valued random variable if 
there exists an &valued random variable X such that (h, X(w))fi = Fl[h](o) as. 
(h E fi j. Evidently if E{F[h]} = 0 (h E I?) and the ‘covariance operator A, given by 
(AhI, h& = E{F[hl jF[hz]}, is trace class, then F reduces to an If-valuetd r.v. The 
trace of an operator A is denoted tr(A). 
Proposition 2.3. If Jff?r(A$,&) ds < 00 a.s., then (, A, 0 d Ws reduces to an 1% 
valued r.w. (t E [0, T]). 
Proof. Suppose first that E jr tr(AfA,) ds c 00. Let Pi be the linear operator on I? 
given by 
(AL hz)ti =E( [ A,odwJhl] I’A. odW.[h2]} (hl, hz&. 
0 
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Let {ej}Fl denote a complete orthonormal system (CQNS) in @. Then 
tr(A)= f E[ J’(A,ei,dw,)lz= f E J’lA&j/Lds 
j-:1 0 j-l 0 
=E J ’ E IAdj]&ds= 0 j=l (‘tr(A:A.)ds-. 0 
Thus g A, 0 d W, r-educes to an &-valued r.v. The result is established in the general 
case by taking t k\: limit as n + 00 of the sequence 1: x~o,~,,l(s)A, 0 dW, of &valued 
r.v.‘s, where S, is the stopping time given by 
s 
nO = 
( ) inf { u E: [0, T] : J” tr(Az(o)A,(o)) ds an), 
0 
T if the above set is empty. 
and xc( l ) is the indicator function of the set C. 
Remark. If {DC, t E [0, T]) is a non-anticipating 5?(B, B*)-valued stochastic process 
satiOfying E J[llD&p df c 00 (where ]I . II ~,p is the Zi?(B, B*) norm) and if izil is the 
restriction of Dt to H, then $0: ‘0 d W, = c OS d Ws where the right hand side is the 
H-valued stochastic integral of Kuo [18]. 
3. Measures (bn functioe space 
Let R denote the space of all continuous functions x : [0, T] 9 B which satisfy 
x(O)=0 with norm I& = sup~*~~~ Ix(t)]B. It is well known that %’ is a separable 
Banach space. The Bore1 a-field on %’ (the u-field generated by the open subsets’; is
denoted .Q@?). Let %‘g denote the subset,: of B?* consisting of all linear functionals rg 
which satisfy 
k+ oh%%?= (y,X(f))B+.B (x e z) 
for some pair (t, y) where t E [0, T] and y E B*. For any subset @ of %‘* we denote 
by g(G) the miGma1 a-field on 8?? generated by the functions (cp, x) (rp E @). 
reposition 3.1. Lx@?) = tF(%“) = iF(it$). 
f. Since d(g)= 9@?*) by [13] Proposition 2.1, we have only to show that 
)c_ 9(%‘$). It is sufficient to show that any set r of the form r= 
{x E Z : ix - ~01~ < d) when d > 0 and x0 E 8’ is in 9$9!$). Let {&}:=I denote a 
countable dense set in B. anach theorem, for each n there exists a 
functional y, in B* such t ]bnl~ and! IY&+ = oreover for any b 
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in & I& = supn I(y,, b)). Let Q denote a countable clense set in [O, T]I. Then 
I& = sup IWle = sup sup J(y,, x(t))l, 
n teQ n 
so that 
r= tp*‘? {x E a? Ioh, w-~o(o~l'd). 
Hence r E S(.E$ ). 
In view of the above proposition, a sample continuous B-valued process { Yh t E 
[0, T], P} determines a measure (uy on (%‘, zzZ(Z’)) given by 
A probability measure k on (SF’, &%‘)) is called Gaussian if (q, x)p*,z is Gaussian 
with respect to p for all cp ES!? A Gaussian measure p on E is determined 
completely by its mean m, . l ii!?* + R and covariance 1”, : %* x 2?* + R where 
m@(Q)= &[(Q, X)1 (Q E %“)I 
r,tQr, Q~)=EL,[(QI, dQ2, d-m,(Qd’$&2) (QP, Q2E E*). 
Since {(Q, x), Q E %‘,“} generates d(g), @ is completely determined by m, restricted 
to Z$ and I’,, restricted to 2?: x a?,“. We will sometimes write m&l, y I) for rn,(& 
and rrc(tl, yl; t2, y2) for r,(Ql, Q2) where Qi E i%$ and (Qi, X) =: (yi, X(ti)) (X E if) for 
i = 1,2. 
A B-valued stochastic process { Yt, c E [0, ?“I} is called Gaussian if every finite 
linear combination &I ck(yk, Ytk)B*,B, where ck E R, yk E B*, tk E [0, T], k = 
1 , . . . , n ; is a real Gaussian random variable. It can be shown using Theorem 7.2! of 
[ 141 that if { Y#, tE [0, T]} is a sample continuous B-valued Gaussian process, then 
the measure (,cy induced on (g9 d(g)) is Gaussian. 
Definition 3.2. The measure p induced on @?, &(B?)) by a B-valued Ikownian 
motion is called the Wiener measure on 8?Z 
We want to characterize the covariance functions of all Gaussian measures on SF’ 
equivalent to Wiener measure. Recall that measures P and rl;) are elqwivalent 
(P = Q) relative to a c-field 9 if th.ey are mutually absolutely continuous relative to 
9. We will use the following result of Kallianpur ancI Qodaira [ 161. 
Theorem 3.3. Let U be a complete separalllle metric space and P, IQ probability 
measures on (.n, bF) where 9 denotes the a-fiield genzrated by the random variables 
(XU, u E W). Assume that the processes {XU, u E U, P} and { 9 u E U, 01 are fim@ - 
square continuous Gaussian processes with means zero and covariatvrce ftrrnctiSons 
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rp( ‘ , t ) and &( l , l ) respectively. Then P = Q relative to 9 if and only if there exists 
a positive, bounded, self-adjoint operator S on the reproducing kernel Hitbert space 
(RKHS) H(&) such that I’+p( - , u)= S&( l , u) (u E U) where K = I-S is Hilbert- 
Schmidt and 1 is not an eigenvalue of K. 
A careful examination of the proof of this theorem in [16] reveals that the 
arability of U is not rv, pr Aired, but only the separability of N(&). In our 
application we will take U = 8?*, which may not be separable. However, as we shall 
see below, the RKHS is separable. 
Let L2([0, T]; H) denote the separable Hilbert space of functions f: [0, T] +I? 
satisfying 1: If(s)&ds < 00. Let Z denote the collection of all functions g : [0, T] * 
H such that g(t)= JA f(s) ds (t E [0, T]), for some f e L2([0, T]; H). Then % is a 
separable Hilbert space congruent to L2([0, T]; H) when it is given the inner 
product 
(Sl? g2)iv = (fl, f2h?([O. 7-l; H) = W)l fz(f)lH dt 
where 
g&(f)= ['fk(S)dS, k = 1,2. 
Jo 
Each g in %’ is continuous and so ig:[O, T]43 is in 3?‘. ThMX’={ig:g&V’}4?. 
Lemma 3.4. (i) ix is dense in 85 
(ii) There exim d > 0 such that 
Proof. For any x E %, using the fact that iH is dense in B, a sequence {g”} of 
piecewise linear functions in &? can be constructed to satisfy liga(t)-x(t)ls + 0 
uniformly for t E [0, T] as n + 00. This establishes (i). It is noted in [l l] that 
. 
IhI I B e clhlB (h E H) for some c. Therefore, 
We shall identify &9* with %?. The canonical injection ap of g* into #* is 
denoted j’. K.et (9 c %‘g ((p, x)g*,&= (y, x(t))B*,&. Since j’l;p z 3V* = ‘X, there exists a 
function ct/ E .L2([Q, T]; H) such that j’Q(V) = 1: e(s) ds (v E [0, T]). In fact for any 
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f E L2([0, T]; H) we have 
Remark. The Wiener measure ~1 SatiSfieS rp(cpl, QZ)= (j’Ql, j’Q& (Ql, Q;!e 2:). 
Lemma 3.5. Let p be the Wiener measure on (%, .d(%‘)). Then the RKMS .H’(r@) is 
congruent to X 
Proof. H(I’&) is the Hilbert space of func ions r:%‘*+R such that rP,(* ,Q)E 
H(I”&) and (r( 9 ), rfi( l , Q))H(~,) = r(p). Therefore 
(rr*( l 9 (PI), &d ’ 9 QhfU-~) = rF(Q19 Qd= (j’Q19 i’Q& (Ql, Q2 E ~~*)I. 
Since {rP( l , Q), Q E p} generate H(r,), it follows that H(r,) is congruent o the 
closed linear subspace of Z generated by jY*. But j’Z* is dense! in 2’ since i%?’ is 
dense in Z. Therefore H(r,) is congruent o 2#‘. 
The following Iemma shows that the assumption of mean-square continuity in 
Theorem 3.3 is satisfied in our application. 
Lemma 3.6. Let /-I be the Wiener measure and v another Gaussian measure on 
(.%‘, d(g)) with m&p) = 0 (Q E %*), such th.at v = p. Then there exists a constant c 
such @a? c(y), Q) s C lj’rp I& (Q E if*). 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then there exists a sequence {Qn) in %‘* such that 
rp<Qn9 Q& rv(Qr19 Qd4 n = 1,2, . . . . ~efhe gn = rv(Qn9 Qn)-1’2Qnm ‘mJ (th X) 
is normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1 with respect to v and normally 
distributed with mean 0 and variance r,$*n, g& l/n with respect o p. Writing & 
for r’(g@, g”) and defining D, = {x E 8E’: I(gn, x)I c c&‘~}, we have 
I 1 v(D,&u xE%:[(g,,,x)l<- +O asn+a n I 
whereas 
1 
~(4) “= (2w)l/20, t,<o~,2 exp(-t2/:2& dt 
1 
= (24’/” J l4<*,1/2 exp(-s2/2) ds -a 1 as n + 08. 
Thus v and p are singular- a contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
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The main result of this section is the following. 
Thfzorem 3.7. Let p be the Wiener measure on (B?, d(g)) and Y another Gaussian 
measure on (Z, J@V)‘) such that my(Q) = 0 (Q E p). Then u = JL if and only if there 
exists a positive, bounded self-adjoint operator S on L*([O, T]; H) such that 
rv(Ql, Q2)= WI, ~~L~~o.TI;H) (Qi, (92 E p) 
where j’pk(t) = g #k(s) ds, k = 1,2 -and K = I - S is Hilbert-§c?rmidt with 1 not an 
eigenvalue of K. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.4(ii) that ]j’&a dlq&- (Q E ,sp”). Hence by 
Lemma 3.6, if v = CL? then 
rv(Q, Q& Clj'Ql$-d21Ql~* 
and hence the process {(Q, x), Q E %'*, Y} is mean-square com’iinuuus. The theorem 
now follows immediately from Theorem 3 3 by exploiting the congruences between 
Hi&), 2’ and L2([0, T]; H). 
. Non-anticipative representations of Gaussian processes equivalent to Banach 
space valued Brownian motion 
Let { YC, tE [0, T]} be a B-valued Gaussian process defined on (a, J& Q). The 
linear space LQ( Y, 1’) is defined to be the closure in L*(Q) of tFle collection of 
all finite linear combination; of the form c E= I cdy~, Y& where CI( E R ttc E10, Tl 
ykEB*,k=l,..., n. 
Lemma 4Jr Let { tV;, t E [0, T], QE be a B-valued Brownian motion process. A 
random variable z is in LQ (W, T) if and only if z = c (f(t), d W;) for some f in 
L2([0, T]; H). 
The proof of this lemma follows easily from the definition of the stochastic 
integral and is omitted. 
Lemma 4.1 establishes a congruence between L*([O, T]; H) and the subspace 
L&V, T) of L”(Q), since 
( z 1, 22 1 L2(0) = (f 1, fi)L2([0. T); H) 
where zk = &fk(t), d Wt), k = 1,2. For any operator A on L’([O, T]; Hj, the COT- 
erator on Lo( W, T) will be denoted a. Let (t) denote the subspace 
ted by all functions f in L2([0, T]; 13) satisfying f(u) = 0 a.& 
for t<usT. .the orthoprojector with domain L’([O, T]; H) and range 
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M(t). Then 
(P*f)(u) = X[OJ] u)f(u) a.e. 0~ u s T. 
b!Kdu If@ 19 dwu) 
= I c (f(u), dwA)* 0 
If ZZ is a family of o:thoprojectors on a separable Hilbert space, then ZZ is called a 
chain if for any distinct PI, P2 E IT, either PI < P2 or Pz <PI; where PI < P2 mwns 
that the range of PI is properly contained in the range of Pz. A chain .R is said to be 
bordered if it contains the operators 0 and I. The closure of a chain ZZ is the set of 
all operators which are strong limits of sequences in ZZ. If a chain coincides with its 
closure it is said to be closed. A pair of orthoprojectors (P-, P”) in a closed chain n 
is called a gap of ZZ if for any P E Z7, either PG P- or P 2 P+. A chain is said to be 
maximal if it is bordered, closed and its ga s (if any) are one-dimensional. A chain 
Z7 is called an eigenchain of a bounded linear operator A if PAP = AP for all PE II. 
The dual R’- of a chain ZZ is the chain {I - P: PE H}. 
Lemma 4.2. Let 17 = {P } r tc[O,T] be the collection of orthoprojectors on L*([O, T]; H) 
defined above. Then II is a maximal chain which has no gaps. The same is true for 
If = {&[O.T] in L&K 0. 
roof. Clearly Z7 is a bordered chain. Let {Pt,,} be a sequence of orthoprojectors 
with strong limit P. Then {tn} has a point of accumulation t. Let E,, denote the 
closed interval with endpoints tn and t. Then P = Pt since 
for all f in ,!,*([O, T]; ZY). Thus ZI is closed and therefore maximal. Clearly Z7 h,as no 
gaps. 
The qext two lemmas are known. 
[ 15, Theorem 2.21. Let S = Z - K, with K HIbert-Schmidt, be a self - 
adjoint, positive, invertible operator on a separable lbert space. Then S arzd S” 
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ii 0 555 d aau!s ‘dJ = a~ axwp~o:, pue 03az ueaw ql!llh ((z)p 6~) uo alnstzatu 
~((~)pP~)uoa3nseaw3alra~M aqis! +/MD = nf yooad 
(P’t4 
l ( Mopq paw&p aq 111~ (a %)+n aay~) 
0 0 
‘0 ‘SD ‘[d “013 1p roJ np “Mp 0 (n ‘n)+n 
n J J 
.I + ‘M = ‘2 
J 
The last 
Schmidt 
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step follows by Lemma 4.6 since U+(u, u), being the kernel of a Hilbert- 
operator, satisfies 
-7. ..T 
By Lzmma 4.5 U+(u, v) = 0 a.e. for u > v. Hence from the last expression for 
o+(y, WI) we obtain 
’ zl;(Y, W) = 
61 
’ (U+(u, v)jy, d W,) dv. Wb 
0 
Since U+ is Hilbert-Schmidt, g U+(u, v)o d Wu reduces to an H-valued T.v., a.e. 
u E [0, T] (by Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 4.4) and since 1: (U+(u, v)h, ci WU) can be 
defined to be (v, &measurable for each h E H (Lemma 4.6), ji U+(u, v) 0 d IV;, can 
be defined as a (v, &measurable H-valued process. Defining Zt by (4.4), it follows 
easily from (4.5) that (y: Zt) = Yt,,, a.s. (y E B*, t E [0, T]). Thus {Z,, t E [0, T], Q} is 
the required non-anticipative representation. 
The next result shows that equation (4.4) can be ‘inverted’. 
Theorem 4.9. The B-valued processes (WC, tE [0, T]} and’ {Zt, t E [O., Tll} of 
Theorem 4.8 satisfy 
wt=zt+ li 
I 1 
v 
V+(u, v) 0 dZ, do for all t, a.s. Q. (4.6) 
0 0 
Proof. Zince (yF Zt) = (I + Z?+)(y, WC) =z (I’+ v+)-‘(y, Zt) it follows that 
05 WC) = (I+ v+xv, zl) 
= 04 Zt)+ v+<r + O+XY, WC) 
= (y, Zt) + V+(y, WI) + zr, V+(y, M/I). 
The calculation of the last theorem yields 
t u 
V+<Y, WA= 
61 
(V+(u, dJ)jy, d WU) ck 
11 
By the congruence between LQ( W, T) and L*([O, T]; 
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easily established for any f~ L*([O, T]; H) using the Schwarz inequality; 
From the last expression for &. p+(y, Wt), writing yU for 6 U+(S, U)O d W,, we 
obtain 
zr,P+(Y, wJ= I( JOT V;(u, vlx~o,t](v)iy dv, ‘Ye J du H 
(4.9) 
since V+(u, v)= 0 a.e. u > v. From (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) we have 
c v 
(Y, w,) = (Y, a+ 66 (V+(u, v )iy, d W,) do 
’ + JJ ‘(v+(u, v:ljy, ru)H du b 00 
=(y,zt)+ Jr Jv(v+(u,v)iy,dzu)~v 
0 0 
by (4.4) and Definition 2. . (4.5) follows easily. 
5. Transform&ions of Brownian motion leading to absolutely continuous measures 
In this section we consider infinite-dimensional nalogues of results of M.P. 
Ershov [4]. The results are based on the following fundamental theorem which was 
proved first in finite dimensions by Girsanov [8]. The Banach space version stated 
here is due to 3uncan and Varaiya [3]. It is assumed that a probability space 
(J2, s4,Q) is given and that {@“}l.to,T1 is a growing right-continuous family of sub 
ca-fields of sQ. 
Let WK, , Q), t E [0, TI) be a B-valued Brownian motion process 
and (a*, t E [0, T]) a non-anticipating H-valued process atisfying 
I 
T 
I 
]~&.&dtc~ 
I 
= 1. (5.1) 
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Let { Yt, t E [0, Tjj} be the B-valued process defined by 
and ((Mt9 9$, Q), t E [0, T]) the real-valued process given by 
MI = exp [ -I’(~~,dW.)-illl.,l~ds]. 
0 0 
Then E(M=)< 1. If E(Mr) = 1, then {( Yt, 9$, d), t E [0, T]]. is a B-valued Brownian 
motion where 6 is given by dQ = MT dQ. Moreover d = 0. 
Let %’ be as in Section 3 and let J&(Z) be the sub-a-field of &2?) generatfe,d by 
[(y, x(s)j, y E B*, s s t}. We define &+(%) = fk, .%I@). The family {~~+(8?)}tE~,~,TI 
is right continuous. Now suppose 
yt(w)= J'iy(s, Y(w))ds + ~~(0) for all t E [o, T], (5.2) 
0 
a.s. Q, where y : [0, T] x %‘-, H is non-anticipating with respect to (JJ&+(%)}~~~o, rj 
and 
{( Wt, St, Q), t E [0, T]} is a B-valued Brownian motion. (5.3) 
Let lu denote the Wiener measure PI (%‘,JJQ(Z)) and l~‘,~ =: QY-‘. Then (5.1) 
becomes 
The following result is now easily established using Lemma 5.1. The proof 
follows closely the arguments in Theorems 1-3 of Ekshov [4] and is hence omitted. 
Theorem 5.2. Suppose (5.2)-(5.4) are satisfied. Then py <: cc. Moreover p c ,PY if 
and only if 
The Radon-Nikodym derivative dpy/dF reiative to I ) is given by 
(5.5) 
@x)= exp[ j=(v(r, x), dx(tj)-$ 
0 
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6, ,% Georem on eqwmlity o$ a-fields 
For a B-valued process {X,, t E [O, T]} on (0, &, Q) we define the family 
{@f}gEIO. T) of sub-a-fields of & by 
9: = a{(y, X$), 0 s s s t, y E B”}. 
Now let {Pt}tE[o, T] be a growing right-continuous family of sub o-fields of & and 
{ %J’,?, t E [0, T]} and { Yt, t E [0, T]} be B-valued processes adapted to {Z&} such that 
(5.2~(5.4) are satisfied. Assume moreover that 
the measure NY induced on (%‘, d(Z)) is Gaussian. (6.1) 
By Theorem 5.2 py << ;L relative to d(g). Since Gaussian measures are either 
equivalent or singular it follows that PY = p. Hence (5.5) holds by Theorem 5.2. 
From (5.2) we deduce that Wt is adapted to {$‘} and hence 
tFtw G 9: c St (t E [0, T)). 
We define the sample continuous B-valued process { pt, t E [0, T]} by 
Qtl)= Wt(o)+ U+(u, v)odWu(w)dv 
62) 
(6-3) 
where U+ is obtained from the factorization (Lemma 4.3) of the operator 
(Theorem 3.7) on .L*([O, T]; H) associated with the covariance r&, of Y. NOW PC is 
Gaussian with mean 0 and covariance rMy with respect o Q. That is p,cp = py. Bq 
Theorem 4.9, (6.3) can be inverted to give 
WC(w)= PC(w)+ [‘i Jv V,(u, v)od?Ju)dv. (6.4) 
-0 0 
Lemma 6.1, Assume (5.2)-(5.4), (6.1) and (6.3). Then 9: = ZF,” for all t E [O, T]. 
Proof. From (6.3) it follows that (y, PC) is @y-measurable (y E B*, t E [0, T]). 
Hence 9: z 97. The reverse inclusion is obtained similarly usi g equation (6.4$ 
We define 9 : [0, T] x Ah4 by 
J 
t 
f(t, X)’ -- V+(u, t) 0 dx(u) (t E [0, T], x E 2?) 
0 
recalling that x(t) is B-valued Brownian motion with respect to the Wiener measure 
p on (R’, d(Z)). Then 9 is non-anticipative with respect o (&+(%)} and 
PC(o)= JCi jqv, b))dv + WtC4 
0 
for all t, a.s. Q. Since V+ is ilbert-Schmidt i follows that 
jEcL 
I 
Tl+(t, x)(Lds g< 00 
0 
(6 7) P . 
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and therefore, since Q?’ = JUY = ~1, we have 
QI CLrdt?: I 0 
Now by Theorem 5.2 
given by 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative dFy/dp relative to &%‘) is 
and also by 
Taking conditional expectations E{dF y/dp 1&+(2’)} we have 
eXP [ [ (y(s, x), we-i 1’ ha, x)$&j 
0 
= exp [Jr MS, x), Ws))-3 1’ I$(s, x)&ds] a.s. p 
0 0 
and it follows that for all t E [0, T] 
=$ ‘li(s,x)l$ds_illlvD.X)l~dr 
I 
‘as. &. 
0 0 
4 
The left side of the above relation is 3 sample continuous (,pP;+(%:,, &martingale 
vanishing at t = 0 and the right side is stimple absolutely continuous. Therefore both 
sides are zero a.s. CL. Thus 
f(f(s, xl, W))= I’M, xl, Ws)) as. p, 
0 0 
i I%s, x)l;& = J' ly(s, n: 
0 
It foYows that 
J 
t 
&h@, dds = 
0 
from which it follows flm g f(& x) Qs = g Y(& x) Qs aa,81 p* By aha squlvaleacce 0 
py and p and the sample c&tinuity ofboth sides, the same equality holds for all t, 
@A py* That is 
Qi 
om: J 
t t 
+(r, Y(w)) ds = J y(s, V(w))ds for all t =l. 0 0 
By (5.2) and (6.5) we therefore have 
wtl[o)= y,(w)+ J'i Jsv+(u,w.w~)~s 
0 0 
(6.8) 
for ail t, a.s. Q. Since E,[dpyldp] = 1 it follows that E&M=) = 1 where 
MT = exp ), d W-4 j’lvts WI* dt] 
0 
and so by Lemma 5.1 {( Yt, St, 6), t E [O, T]} is a B-valued Brownian motion where 
dQ = MT dQ. Moreover Q = Q and so (6.8) holds for all t, as. 6. It follows by the 
inversion Theorem 4.9 that 
V 
Yt = Wt -t 
I J ‘i U+(u,v)o d W, dv 0 il (f-j*9 
for aI1 t, a.s. Q and hence Y,(o) = Y&J) for all t, a.s. Q The followin 
immediate from Lemma 6.1 and the equations (6.8) and (6.9). 
Theorem 6.2. Assume (5.2)- 5.4), (6.1) and (6.3). men F,’ = Fy and Lo( Y, t)= 
L&V, t) for all t e [O, T]. 
Lpplication to fiitedng 
We consider a filtering problem in which the ‘signal’ process {!zt, t E [O, ?‘I} is a 
(t, &measurable H-valued process defined on (0, eOe, Q) such that 
J 
T 
0 
(7.1) 
U( W, - Wu, t s u < u c Ir} is independent of %$, (794) 
We denote by {&, t E [0, T]} a (t, w)-measurable H-valued process such that & = 
E{h@$} as., a.e. t E [0, T]. (The existence of such a jointly measurable process is 
easily deduced from the corresponding fact in the real-valued case [7]. For a 
treatment of conditional expectations in Banach space see Scalora [19].) The 
‘innovation’ process (v~, t E [0, T]} is the B-valued process defined by 
The following result generalises Lemma 2.2 in [ 71. 
Lemma 7.1. {(Us, gf, Q), t E [0, T]} is a B-valued Brownian motion. 
Proof. First observe that (7.2) and (7.5) imply t 
4(w) = i [h,(w)- l&(o)] ds + W(w) U-6) 
By Theorem 2.3 of [19] we have Elf; tlH~ E]h,)$ (t E [0, T]) and so by 117.1) it follows ‘* 
that 
(7.7) 
For each y E B* the process {(y, vJ, t E [O, T]} is adapted to 9f (by (7.5)) and for 
I’ > s 
The second term on the right side is zero because Wl - W, is independent of gs and 
9: G %!&. The first term on the right side of (7.8) is 
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Hence (((7, uJ, St, a), t E [0, T]} is a continuous, square-integrable martingale. 
There remains only to show that 
WY, vt - vs)2~~s}=(t-s))jy~~ (Oe<tsT). (7.10) 
Let I& = {t;} be a finite partition of [s, t] such that max(fg+l - tZ)+ 0 as n + 00. Let 
Qn = Ck [(Y, vt;Cn+l - vrz)12. Writing & for h, - Kt we obtain from (5.8) 
an = C [(Y, Wt&l - WtI: >I* 
k 
+2 c (Y, WC+1 - We) 
I 
‘i-t1 
(jy, &,)du +C 
k G k 
(jy, I;.)drc]*. 
Since Wt is B-valued Brownian motion 
E c (YY W&l I - Wt~)2-(t-S)JiYlLI -0 as n k 
Aso it is easily shown that 
El~[jt~+‘(iY.6)~du]ll~0 asn+oo. 
ti: 
E c (Y, WtP+1 
I 
- Wtgf+’ (iy, &Jdui +O as 
ti: 
(7.1 I) 
(7.~2) 
(7.13) 
Now 
E(E{vn - (r-s)ljYlXI %)IsEl~n-(t-s)livlifl 
and the right side +O as n + 00 by (7.1 l)-(7.13). Since for each n we have 
MY, vt - d2 1 %I - Wa, i3FJ, 
equation (7.10) follows. 
We now consider aspecial case of the above model. Let fi be a separable Hilbert 
space arnd let 
h, = C(t)x, (7.14) 
where {Xt, t E [0, T]} is a (t, o)-measurable, sample continuous, Ef-valued Gaussian 
process atisfying 
J 
T 
IX,I&dtcoo (7.15) 
0 
H) is strongly continuous on [C, T]. We assume without loss 
[Xt] = 0 jor all t E [0, T]. The observation and innovation 
processes are defined as before by (7.2) and (7.5). 
the processes * and Z are jointly Gaussian. (7.16) 
W’L) WOJJ S~~OIIO3 (LI’L) 
‘np I:(1 WX*(l ‘%YlJJ O =yl’&la J. J 
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